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A typical “Vision” talk addresses the “big unanswered questions”

Nature of dark matter (& dark energy) 

Fine-tuning (e.g. supersymmetry and similar) 

Matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe 

[…]
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Dijet

Dijet
Phys. Rev. D. 91 052007 (2015)

-1 = 8 TeV, 20.3 fbsDijet 8 TeV 

arXiv:1703.09127 [hep-ex]

-1 = 13 TeV, 37.0 fbsDijet 

ATLAS-CONF-2016-030

-1 = 13 TeV, 3.4 fbsDijet TLA 

 ATLAS-CONF-2016-070

-1 = 13 TeV, 15.5 fbsDijet + ISR 
+Xmiss

TE
+Xmiss

TE
Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 393

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs γ+miss
TE

ATLAS-CONF-2017-060

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs+jet miss
TE

ATLAS-CONF-2017-040

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs+Z miss
TE

CRESST II

arXiv:1509.01515v1
CRESST II

XENON1T
arXiv:1705.06655v2
XENON1T

PandaX

arXiv:1607.07400
PandaX

LUX

arXiv:1608.07648; arXiv:1602.03489
LUX

Looking beyond the SM: searches for dark matter at LHC & elsewhere
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Classic dark-matter 
candidate: a weakly-
interacting massive 

particle (WIMP, e.g. 
from supersymmetry).  

Masses ~ GeV upwards 

(search interpretations 
strongly model 

dependent)

EXCLUDED
LHC

direct detection



and much less about the standard model (SM)…
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since experiments have 
already found all its 

particles…



Searching for answers to the  
“big unanswered questions” is vitally important, 

(even if there’s no way of knowing if it will pay off) 

 
But we shouldn’t forget the importance of 

“big answerable questions” 
and the issue of how we go about answering them
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STANDARD MODEL — KNOWABLE UNKNOWNS
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This is what you get when you buy one 
of those famous CERN T-shirts



STANDARD MODEL — KNOWABLE UNKNOWNS
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This is what you get when you buy one 
of those famous CERN T-shirts

“understanding” = knowledge  ?
“understanding” = assumption ?



GAUGE PART
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e.g. qqγ, qqZ, qqg, eνW, ggg, interactions  
— well established in ep, e+e–, pp 

collisions, etc. 
≡ KNOWLEDGE 

(also being studied at LHC — e.g. jets, 
DY/Z/W, V+jets, ttbar, etc.)



Many SM studies probe this part.

In some respects dates back to 1860’s, i.e. 

Maxwell’s equations. 
If you test another corner of this (as one 

should), don’t be surprised if it works

GAUGE PART
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e.g. qqγ, qqZ, qqg, eνW, ggg, interactions  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DY/Z/W, V+jets, ttbar, etc.)



Yukawa couplings
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until 6 years ago this was 
essentially conjecture 

no such term had ever been 
seen in nature 

 hadn’t even been probed in 
electroweak precision tests



Gavin Salam

(HWW, HZZ): A gauge interaction, with scalars rather 
than fermions; much like what we’ve seen before
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Why do Yukawa couplings matter?  
(1) A part of the Higgs sector that’s unlike any other  

experimentally-probed interaction 

(Hbb, Htt, etc.): not a gauge interaction, and 
unlike anything we’ve probed before

(-μ2φ2 + λφ4, HHH) the keystone of the Higgs 
mechanism and Standard Model, familiar as QFT 
toy model, never probed in nature



the status two years ago

➤ A beautiful plot, appears to show SM 
working perfectly 

➤ But it mixes two very different kinds 
of interaction: gauge for W,Z, Yukawa 
for fermions 

➤ would not look anything like as 
convincing without underlying fit 
assumptions 

➤ no new particles in loops 

➤ no BSM decays
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Figure 19: Best fit values as a function of particle mass for the combination of ATLAS and CMS data in the case of
the parameterisation described in the text, with parameters defined as F · mF/v for the fermions, and as

p
V · mV/v

for the weak vector bosons, where v = 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. The dashed
(blue) line indicates the predicted dependence on the particle mass in the case of the SM Higgs boson. The solid
(red) line indicates the best fit result to the [M, ✏] phenomenological model of Ref. [129] with the corresponding
68% and 95% CL bands.

6.3.2. Probing the lepton and quark symmetry

The parameterisation for this test is very similar to that of Section 6.3.1, which probes the up- and down-
type fermion symmetry. In this case, the free parameters are �lq = l/q, �Vq = V/q, and qq = q ·q/H ,
where the latter term is positive definite, like uu. The quark couplings are mainly probed by the ggF
process, the H ! �� and H ! bb decays, and to a lesser extent by the ttH process. The lepton couplings
are probed by the H ! ⌧⌧ decays. The results are expected, however, to be insensitive to the relative
sign of the couplings, because there is no sizeable lepton–quark interference in any of the relevant Higgs
boson production processes and decay modes. Only the absolute value of the �lq parameter is therefore
considered in the fit.

The results of the fit are reported in Table 19 and Fig. 22. The p-value of the compatibility between
the data and the SM predictions is 79%. The likelihood scan for the �lq parameter is shown in Fig. 23
for the combination of ATLAS and CMS. Negative values for the parameter �Vq are excluded by more
than 4�.
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the news of the past 12 months
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Figure 19: Combined observed and predicted mtt distributions. The left pane includes the VBF
category of the µth, eth and eµ channels, and the right pane includes all other channels that
make use of mtt instead of mvis for the signal strength fit. The binning reflects the one used in
the 2D distributions, and does not allow merging of the two figures. The normalization of the
predicted background distributions corresponds to the result of the global fit, while the signal
is normalized to its best fit signal strength. The mass distributions for a constant range of the
second dimension of the signal distributions are weighted according to S/(S + B), where S

and B are computed, respectively, as the signal or background contribution in the mass distri-
bution excluding the first and last bins. The “Others” background contribution includes events
from diboson, tt, and single top quark production, as well as Higgs boson decay to a pair of
W bosons and Z bosons decaying to a pair of light leptons. The background uncertainty band
accounts for all sources of background uncertainty, systematic as well as statistical, after the
global fit. The inset shows the corresponding difference between the observed data and ex-
pected background distributions, together with the signal expectation. The signal yield is not
affected by the reweighting.

deviations.
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| Experimental results using the decay of the Higgs to taus and muons | Mareike Meyer, 05/06/2018 !8

Results & interpretation

• obs. (exp.) significance of 4.4 σ (4.1 σ) at mH = 125 GeV 
• signal strength :                                                                        

µ = 1.09 +0.18-0.17 (stat) +0.27-0.22 (syst) +0.16-0.11 (theory syst)  
• σVBFH → ττ = 0.28 ± 0.09 (stat) +0.11-0.09 (syst) pb 
• σggFH → ττ = 3.0 ± 1.0 (stat) +1.6-1.2 (syst) pb 
• in agreement with SM predictions

combination with Run I data: 
• obs. (exp.) significance of 6.4 σ (5.4 σ) 

Observation of H → ττA year ago:  
CMS >5-sigma H → ττ

This week: 
ATLAS >5-sigma H → ττ



the news of the past 12 months
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A few weeks ago:  
CMS >5-sigma ttH

This week: 
ATLAS >5-sigma ttH

Jelena Jovicevic - LHCP 2018, Bologna, Italy

ttH̄(γγ) results

 24

Significance: 4.1 σ (expected 3.7 σ)

Dominant uncertainties
• Statistical (~29%);

• t tH̄ parton shower model (8%);

• photon isolation, energy resolution 
& scale (8%); 

• Jet energy scale & resolution (6%);

Background estimation and signal extraction performed by simultaneous 
unbinned fit of mγγ spectra (105-160 GeV) in all 7 categories.

• Higgs signal parametrisation: double-sided Crystal Ball function;

• Continuous background parametrisation: smooth function (power-law or exponential)
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• Target ttH + all Higgs decays with leptons            
in final state: H→((, H→WW* and H→ZZ* 

• Categorise events based on number of hadronic 
taus and light leptons 

• Large backgrounds from ttV, non-prompt leptons 
and jets faking taus depending on region 

• Dedicated BDTs to reject non-prompt leptons 

• Largest uncertainties: signal modelling, jet energy 
scale and non-prompt lepton estimate 

Obs. (exp.) excess of 4.1" (2.8") for mH = 125 GeV 

• Use BDT in each signal region to classify signal 
and background (jet and lepton kinematics) 

Obs. (exp.) excess of 3.2" (2.8") for mH = 125 GeV

ttH, H→multi-leptons 
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ATLAS

CMS

Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 072003

arXiv:1803.05485
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Gavin Salam

Up quarks (mass ~ 2.2 MeV) are lighter than  
down quarks (mass ~ 4.7 MeV) 

proton        (up+up+down): 2.2 + 2.2 + 4.7 + … = 938.3 MeV  
neutron (up+down+down): 2.2 + 4.7 + 4.7 + … = 939.6 MeV 

So protons are lighter than neutrons,  
→ protons are stable.  

 
Which gives us the hydrogen atom,  

& chemistry and biology as we know it
�15

neutron  
mass = 939.6MeV

proton  
mass = 938.3MeV

u u
d

u d
d

Why do Yukawa couplings matter?  
(2) Because, within SM conjecture, they’re what give masses to all quarks



Gavin Salam

Why do Yukawa couplings matter?  
(3) Because, within SM conjecture, they’re what give masses to all leptons
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Bohr radius

electron mass determines size of all atoms 

it sets energy levels of all chemical reactions



Gavin Salam

what should we be saying about it?

The >5σ observations of ttH and H → ττ, independently by ATLAS and CMS, 
firmly establish the existence of a new kind of fundamental interaction, 

Yukawa interactions. 

Yukawa interactions are important not merely because they had never before 
been directly observed, but also because they are hypothesized to be 

responsible for the stability of hydrogen, and for determining the size of 
atoms and the energy scales of chemical reactions.
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Is this any less important than the discovery of the Higgs boson itself? 
My opinion: no, because fundamental interactions are as important  

as fundamental particles
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“the standard model, despite the glory of its vindication, is also a 
dead end. It offers no path forward […]”
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“the standard model, despite the glory of its vindication, is also a 
dead end. It offers no path forward […]”

2 Yukawas out of 9  
We know nothing  

about the self  
coupling

I disagree. 

Because the non-
gauge part of the 
standard model is 
far from being fullly 

explored.
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A cosmological Higgs

HIGGS

Fate of the Universe
Stability

Inflation
Higgs inflation

Inflaton vs Higgs

Dark Matter
Higgs portal

Higgs DM mediator

UV sensitivity
Naturalness

heavy new physics
Relaxation

Phase transitions
Baryogenesis

gravitational waves

The LHC provides the most precise, controlled way of studying 
the Higgs and direct access to TeV scales 

Exploiting complementarity with cosmo/astro probes

Similar story for Axions and ALPs, scalars are versatile
Sanz

EFT approach

Well-defined theoretical approach 
Assumes New Physics states are heavy

Write Effective Lagrangian with only light (SM) particles
BSM effects can be incorporated as a momentum expansion

L = LSM +
X ci

⇤2
O

d=6
i +

X ci
⇤4

O
d=8
i + . . .

dimension-6 dimension-8

BSM effects SM particles

example: 

c̄W =
m2

W (2 �̃3 + �̃4)

192⇡2 µ̃2
2

ig

2m2
W

c̄W
⇥
�†T2k

 !
D µ�

⇤
D⌫W

k,µ⌫

where

H1

H
†
1

H2

Vµ

V⌫

2HDM

Sanz

E.Vryonidou LHCP2018 13

New idea: Using kinematic distributions i.e. the Higgs pT 

Light quark Yukawas (2)

Bishara et al.1606.09253

1st generation
To be fully explored

Ιnclusive Higgs decays i.e VH + flavour tagging (limited by c-tagging) 
(for evidence of bottom couplings: ATLAS: arXiv:1708.03299 and CMS: arXiv:1708.04188)

                     gives a limit of 110 x SM expectation

Soreq,Zhu,Zupan:1606.09621

c

ZH(H ! cc̄) (ATLAS-CONF-2017-078)

Bishara et al.1606.09253

Vryonidou

C. Grefe - Higgs couplings to fermions - LHCP2018

Bottom-Yukawa coupling
How? 

• Look for Higgs decays into two b-quarks 

• Huge background from jet events ⟹ use production modes with 
additional objects to tag: VBF, VH and ttH 

• Complex final states ⟹ multivariate analysis techniques to assign 
jets to objects and to distinguish signal and background 

Greatest challenges

• Good flavour tagging performance to identify b-jets 

• Large backgrounds from tt and W/Z + heavy flavour jets

�7Grefe

C. Grefe - Higgs couplings to fermions - LHCP2018

Search for H→!!

�23

CMS-PAS-HIG-17-019 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 119 (2017) 051802
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• Use BDT to select events in 2 VBF 
categories (mjj, p

T
!!, |Δ"jj|, ΔRjj, etc.) 

• All other events categorised in 6 ggF 
categories based on p

T
!! and |Δ"!| 

• Separate signal from background using 
BDT (p

T
!!, "!!, mjj, |Δ"jj|, Nb-jets etc.) 

• Define 15 signal regions in slices of BDT 
score and |Δ"!|

• Loose event selection requiring two isolated OS muons and veto b-jets 

• Large background from Drell-Yan and smaller background from top quarks 

• Signal and background described by analytical functions; fit to di-muon mass 
distribution in all signal regions

ATLAS CMS

Grefe

so much more  
to do with  

the Higgs sector

E.Vryonidou LHCP2018 20

Higgs potential: 

The Higgs potential
V(H ) = 1

2
MH

2H 2 +λHHHvH 3 +
1
4
λHHHHH 4

λHHH = λHHHH =
MH

2

2v2Fixed values in the SM:

Electroweak baryogenesis requires 
a first order strong EWPT

EWBG

Measuring λΗΗΗ and  
λΗΗΗH tests the SM

Reichert et al: arXiv:1711.00019

What can measuring λΗΗΗ tell us?

EW baryogenesis is disfavoured

EW baryogenesis is favoured

�H3/�H3,SM < 1.5 : �c/Tc < 1

�H3/�H3,SM > 2 : �c/Tc > 1

Vryonidou



EFT approach

Well-defined theoretical approach 
Assumes New Physics states are heavy

Write Effective Lagrangian with only light (SM) particles
BSM effects can be incorporated as a momentum expansion

L = LSM +
X ci

⇤2
O

d=6
i +

X ci
⇤4

O
d=8
i + . . .

dimension-6 dimension-8

BSM effects SM particles

example: 

c̄W =
m2

W (2 �̃3 + �̃4)

192⇡2 µ̃2
2

ig

2m2
W

c̄W
⇥
�†T2k

 !
D µ�

⇤
D⌫W

k,µ⌫

where

H1

H
†
1

H2

Vµ

V⌫

2HDM

EFT (expressive formulation of constraints) or not?
➤ If you’ve observed a given channel, and it agrees roughly (±30%) with SM, then go 

to EFT  

➤ if you’ve not observed it, e.g. charm Yukawa, Higgs self coupling, then use of EFT is 
more debatable 

�20

establish  
SM first

then use (lack of) any deviations to  
(constrain) characterise new physics
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E.Vryonidou LHCP2018

Probing the top-Higgs interaction

8

14TeV projection 
3000 fb-1

Combination: 
• inclusive H 
• boosted Higgs 
• ttH 
• HH 
• off-shell Higgs

Azatov et al arXiv:1608.00977

Current limits 
using LHC 

measurements 

impact of recent 
ttH observation

Maltoni, EV, Zhang 
arXiv:1607.05330

Vryonidou



thanks to U. Haisch for a crash course on the models ̶ any naivety is mine, not his

2nd & 1st generation Yukawas
➤ the hierarchy of masses between generations remains a mystery 

(even if it’s one that some people consign to the “hopeless” category) 

➤ Does not necessarily come from hierarchy of dimensionless Yukawa coefficients 

➤ E.g. the Giudice-Lebedev mechanism (and follow-up work) 

➤ smallness of certain masses is consequence of vev2/M2 suppression, not small cij 

➤ measured Hqq interaction larger by factor (2nij + 1) 

➤ cf. also various more recent discussions, e.g. by Bauer, Carena, Carmona  
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�LY = Yij(�) ̄i j�+ h.c. Yij(�) = cij

✓
�†�

M2

◆nij

0804.1753

1801.00363



dark matter & other searches
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“
Finding dark matter and studying it will be the 
biggest challenge for the Large Hadron Collider’s 
second run

-a large LHC experiment’s  
spokesperson [2015]

�24

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/large-
hadron-collider-gears-find-dark-matter-new-
particles-second-run
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Dijet
Phys. Rev. D. 91 052007 (2015)

-1 = 8 TeV, 20.3 fbsDijet 8 TeV 

arXiv:1703.09127 [hep-ex]

-1 = 13 TeV, 37.0 fbsDijet 

ATLAS-CONF-2016-030

-1 = 13 TeV, 3.4 fbsDijet TLA 
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arXiv:1608.07648; arXiv:1602.03489
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Looking beyond the SM: searches for dark matter at LHC & elsewhere
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Classic dark-matter 
candidate: a weakly-
interacting massive 

particle (WIMP, e.g. 
from supersymmetry).  

Masses ~ GeV upwards 

(search interpretations 
strongly model 

dependent)

EXCLUDED
LHC

direct detection



musn’t be (too) disappointed at lack of dark 
matter signal at LHC
Evidence for dark matter exists since the 
1930s. 

Today we know that 

➤ there are many possible models  

➤ the range of parameters they span is large 

We must deploy full ingenuity in searching for 
dark matter, including at LHC. 

But must also recognise that it has remained 
elusive for 80–90 years, and chances of finding 
it in any given year are small!
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4 The (incomplete) landscape of candidates 7
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the (incomplete) landscape of candidates. Above, the landscape of
dark matter candidates due to T. Tait. Below, the range of dark matter candidates’ masses and interaction
cross sections with a nucleus of Xe (for illustrative purposes) compiled by L. Pearce. Dark matter candidates
have an enormous range of masses and interaction cross sections.

point to a DM mass scale rather similar to the nucleon mass, in the few GeV range [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
The observed clustering patterns of DM can be explained better by DM with self-interaction cross-section
within an order of magnitude from the neutron self-scattering cross-section, rather than by collisionless cold
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don’t underestimate the value of luminosity
➤ Suppose we had a choice between  

➤ HL-LHC (14 TeV, 3ab-1) 
➤ or going to higher c.o.m. energy but 

limited to 80fb-1. 
➤ How much energy would we need to equal 

the HL-LHC?
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Searches for high-mass di-lepton 
resonances
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don’t underestimate the value of luminosity
➤ Suppose we had a choice between  

➤ HL-LHC (14 TeV, 3ab-1) 
➤ or going to higher c.o.m. energy but 

limited to 80fb-1. 
➤ How much energy would we need to equal 

the HL-LHC?
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Figure 8: The 95% CL upper limits on the production cross sections in the plane of mec±
1

and mec0
1

for the models of ec±
1 ec0

2 production with (upper) the WZ topology, (middle) the WH topology,
or (lower) the mixed topology with 50% branching fraction to each of WZ and WH. The thick
solid black (dashed red) curve represents the observed (expected) exclusion contour assuming
the theory cross sections. The area below each curve is the excluded region. The thin dashed red
lines indicate the ±1sexperiment uncertainty. The thin black lines show the effect of the theoretical
uncertainties (±1stheory) on the signal cross section. The color scale shows the observed limit at
95% CL on the signal production cross section.
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• We don’t know the description of nature so we really don’t 
know what new physics will look like in our detector.


• Personal opinion: If we cannot  
prove that an existing measurements  
or search forbids new physics in a  
given final state/topology,  
we have to look!
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Explosion of Jet Substructure Calculations!
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Figure 11. Comparison of Monte Carlo (left panels) and analytic results (right panels) for the
modified mass-drop tagger (mMDT). The upper panels are for quark jets, the lower panels for gluon
jets. Three values of ycut are illustrated, while µ is always taken to be 0.67 (its precise value has no
impact on the results, as long as it is not substantially smaller than this). The details of the MC
event generation are as for Fig. 1.

tagger deserves further investigation in view of possibly becoming the main recommended

variant of mMDT.13

7.5 Interplay with filtering

The mass-drop tagger is often used together with a filtering procedure, which reduces

sensitivity to underlying event and pileup. In its original incarnation a filtering radius Rfilt

13This would of course leave “modified Mass Drop Tagger” as a somewhat inappropriate name!
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Figure 3: The energy correlation functions C
(↵=2)

1
for quark-initiated jets. Here we compare

Pythia 8 [120] (left), our MLL formula in Eq. (3.8) (right, dashed curves), and our MLL

plus multiple-emissions formula in Eq. (3.13) (right, solid curves). These ↵ = 2 curves

correspond to the case of jet mass-squared (normalized to jet energy squared). We show

both the ungroomed (plain jet) distribution, as well as groomed distributions from soft drop

declustering with zcut = 0.1 and various values of �. For � = 2, 1, we see the expected Sudakov

double logarithmic peaks, while � = 0 (mMDT) has only single logarithms and � = �1 cuts

o↵ at small values. The Pythia 8 distributions do not have hadronization e↵ects, and the

MLL distributions are evaluated by freezing ↵s in the infrared.

find worst agreement between analytics and Monte Carlo in the ungroomed (plain jet) case.

However, one should keep in mind that although the two approximations are roughly of the

same accuracy (MLL), Monte Carlo parton showers also partially contain many subleading

e↵ects. Using the results of Refs. [92, 93], we have checked that subleading e↵ects (like initial-

state radiation and non-global logarithms) play a non-negligible role. Indeed, Pythia 8 is

closer to the full NLL result than to the (less accurate) MLL plus multiple emissions one

presented here. Because the action of soft drop is to remove large-angle soft radiation (e.g.

initial state radiation and non-global logarithms), it is reassuring that our calculations for

the finite � soft-drop curves are indeed in better agreement with the parton shower.

In Fig. 4, we compare our analytic resummation to the parton shower for C
(↵)
1

with

↵ = 1.5, 1, 0.5. Again, the plots on the left are obtained with Pythia 8 while the ones on

the right are the MLL plus multiple emissions results. The same gross features seen with

↵ = 2 are also present here, including the fact that the agreement between Monte Carlo and

analytics is better with grooming than without. Overall, however, the agreement gets worse
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Figure 15. mMDT analytical signal significance from tree level signal and resummed background
as a function of ycut (top left) compared to Herwig++ 2.7.0 [44] at parton level (top right) and with
hadronisation and MPI (bottom left). The signal process used is pp ! ZH where we require the
Higgs and Z to decay hadronically and leptonically respectively with quark backgrounds. We place a
generator level cut on the Higgs transverse momentum pT of 1, 2 and 3 TeV. Jets are tagged around
the Higgs mass with a mass window �M = 16 GeV. The bottom right panel shows the analytic
optimal ycut values as a function of pT (red line) with a 2% variation in signal significance about the
peak (red shaded area). We overlay the optimal results for ycut obtained using Herwig++ 2.7.0 with
hadronisation and underlying event at 1, 2 and 3 TeV, with an equivalent 2% variation about the peak
signal significance (blue bars) and at parton level (black bars).
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Figure 12: Comparison between soft-drop groomed e(2)
2

distributions with zcut = 0.1 and

� = 0 (top) and � = 1 (bottom) for matched and normalized NNLL, parton-level, and hadron-

level Monte Carlo. All curves integrate to the same value over the range e(2)
2

2 [0.001, 0.1].

The uncertainty band for soft drop with � = 1 at NNLL includes the variation of the two-loop

non-cusp anomalous dimension.

Fig. 12 also illustrates that soft drop grooming eliminates sensitivity to both hadroniza-

tion and underlying event until deep in the infrared. The parton-level and hadron-level dis-

tributions for each Monte Carlo agree almost perfectly until below about e(2)
2

. 10�3. That

hadronization e↵ects are small is expected from our e+e� analysis, but this also demonstrates

that underlying event e↵ects are negligible. A similar observation was made in Ref. [8], though

at a much higher jet pT (pT > 3 TeV). As in e+e� collisions, we expect that the hadronization

e↵ects that are observed in the Monte Carlo can be explained by a shape function, though

we leave this to future work.
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Figure 3. Comparison of our analytic results (right) with Pythia simulations (left) for di↵erent choices
of grooming. For the analytic curves, we show the result including only the leading logarithms in ⇢,
Eq. (2.16), valid independently of the groomer, as well as the results including the resummation of the
ln y terms for the pure Y-splitter case, Eq. (2.20), and the mMDT jet mass, Eq. (3.25).

practically used values of y) than other subleading in ⇢ e↵ects we have neglected, such as

non-global logarithms and multiple emission e↵ects. Non-global logarithms in particular are

known to have a substantial impact on the peak height of the jet-mass spectrum [20]. However

these other e↵ects are harder to treat and hence we used the ln y resummation as a convenient

method to assess the impact of some subleading terms on the LL result.

4 Variants

4.1 Y-splitter with mass declustering

We have seen in the previous section that beyond the strict leading logarithmic approximation

in ln 1

⇢ , the behaviour of the tools can be quite complex, especially when we combine Y-splitter

with grooming. In this section, we discuss a small modification to the definition of Y-splitter

that largely simplifies this calculation and has the fringe benefit of coming with a small

performance enhancement.

Most of the complication in the calculations we have done so far comes from the fact that

the emission which passes the Y-splitter cut is the highest kt emission, which can be di↵erent

from the emission that dominates the mass. Such configurations produce only terms beyond

leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy but as we have seen their structure is rather involved. The

discussion and results beyond LL would clearly be simpler if the kt scale entering Y-splitter

was directly calculated based on the emission that dominates the jet mass. One can readily
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Figure 15: Same as figure as 8 and 7 now obtained from our analytic calculation

instead of Monte-Carlo simulations. In the right-hand plot, for clarity, the �-function

that appears at ⌧dichroic21,groomed = 1 (dijets) has been represented with finite width and scaled

down by a factor of 5.

full jet mass, are less peaked than the Monte-Carlo ones. This is likely due to sublead-

ing logarithmic corrections, like multiple-emission corrections which would e↵ectively

increase the Sudakov exponent.

The ⌧21 distributions for both QCD jets and signal (W ) jets are shown in the

right plot of Fig. 15, to be compared with Fig. 7. The ordering between the di↵erent

curves is well captured by our analytic expressions. Di↵erences related to the over-

simplicity of our leading-logarithmic approximation are larger than what was seen for

the mass distribution. First, our analytic calculations are non-zero when ⌧21 ! 1.

This region is however not under control within our strongly-ordered approximation.

Similarly, the kink observed for ⌧21 ⇠ 0.5 is not physical. It comes from the onset of

the secondary-emission contribution which starts, in our formulas, at ⌧21 = bg. The

analytic calculation for our dichroic combination is given by the black curves in the

right plot of Fig. 15. The dijet case clearly has a contribution proportional to �(⌧21�1)

(cf. Eq. (5.9)) (scaled down by a factor of 5 for clarity), which is not observed in

the Monte-Carlo results. In practice, additional emissions at smaller z✓
2 would also

contribute to ⌧21, and they would transform the �(⌧21 � 1) contribution into a Sudakov

peak at ⌧21 & 1, which is visible on the Monte-Carlo simulations. We are currently

working on a better analytic calculation, lifting the assumption that emissions are
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Figure 12. Final results at NLO+LL, with non-perturbative corrections, for the normalised jet mass
distribution, in the case of the ungroomed pt,jet selection.

Figure 13. Final results at NLO+LL, with non-perturbative corrections, for the pt,mMDT selection.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the results (in black, with grey uncertainty bands) for the

ungroomed pt,jet selection in the two representative transverse momentum bins: 460 < pt,jet <

550 GeV and pt,jet > 1300 GeV. The former is the jet mass distribution, while the latter

is normalised to the NLO jet cross-section in the appropriate transverse momentum bin.

Similarly, in Fig. 13 we show our final results for the pt,mMDT selection. As discussed in

the paper, the NLO jet cross section is not well-defined in this case, so we only present

unnormalised distributions. For comparison, we also show in red the purely perturbative

NLO+LL results with their uncertainties. As previously noted, non-perturbative corrections

are sizeable (with large uncertainties) in the first few mass bins (m . 10 GeV) and at very

large masses, close to the end-point region. Nevertheless, there exists a region in mass,

which increases in size as pt,jet grows, where non-perturbative e↵ects are genuinely small and
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Figure 14: Analytic NLL distributions compared to parton shower generators for (top row)

quark jets, (middle row) gluon jets, along with (bottom row) the corresponding ROC curves.

Parameters are chosen according to Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), and (3.20) with ⇤NP = 2 GeV and

(left column) � = �1 and (right column) � = �0.5.
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4

At Born level, the jet has a single parton, so zg is
undefined. We can, however, define F (zg) to be the one-
prong zg distribution, such that F (zg) acts like a non-
trivial measurement function that is independent of the
kinematics. Working to O(↵s) in the collinear limit,

p(zg) = F (zg) +
↵sCi

⇡

Z 1

0

d✓

✓

⇥

 
P i(zg)⇥(zg � zcut)� F (zg)

Z 1/2

zcut

dz P i(z)

!

+O(↵2
s) . (20)

There are two terms at O(↵s). The first term accounts
for the resolved case where the jet is composed of two
prongs from a 1 ! 2 splitting. The second term corre-
sponds to additional one-prong configurations (with the
same F (zg) measurement function as the Born case), aris-
ing either because the other prong has been removed by
soft drop grooming or from one-prong virtual corrections.

For a general F (zg), (20) is manifestly collinearly di-
vergent because of the ✓ integral, and F (zg) must be
renormalized. But there is a unique choice of F (zg) for
which collinear divergences are absent (at this order),
without requiring renormalization:

FUV(zg) =
P i(zg)

R 1/2
zcut

dz P i(z)
⇥(zg � zcut) . (21)

Plugging this into (20), the O(↵s) term vanishes, and we
recover precisely the distribution in (19).

In this way, zg at � = 0 exhibits an extended version of
IRC safety, where a non-trivial (and finite) measurement
function is introduced in a region of phase space where
the measurement would be otherwise undefined. Similar
measurement functions appeared (without discussion) in
the early days of jet physics [23, 24], where symmetries
determined their form. Here, we used the cancellation
of collinear divergences order-by-order in ↵s to find an
appropriate F (zg). We can also extend (20) beyond the
collinear limit by considering full real and virtual matrix
elements, leading to finite O(↵s) corrections to p(zg).

As alluded to above, FUV(zg) also has the interpre-
tation of being a UV fixed point from RG evolution.
The collinear divergence of (20) can be absorbed into a
renormalized FF, F (ren)(zg;µ), at the price of introduc-
ing explicit dependence on the MS renormalization scale
µ. Requiring (20) to be independent of µ through O(↵s)
results in the following RG equation for F (ren)(zg;µ):

µ
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@µ
F (ren)(zg;µ) =

↵sCi

⇡
(22)

⇥

 
P i(zg)⇥(zg � zcut)� F (ren)(zg;µ)

Z 1/2

zcut

dz P i(z)

!
.

As µ goes to +1, the IR boundary condition is sup-
pressed and F (ren)(zg;µ) asymptotes to FUV(zg).
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FIG. 2. Distributions of zg for � = 0 and zcut = 0.1 at the
13 TeV LHC, as simulated by Herwig++ 2.6.3. The pT of
the jets ranges from 50 GeV to 2 TeV, and the asymptotic
distribution for quark jets, F q

UV in (21), is solid black.

This UV asymptotic behavior can be tested using par-
ton shower Monte Carlo generators. In Fig. 2 we show
the zg distribution for � = 0 for Herwig++ 2.6.3 [25]
at the 13 TeV LHC, using FastJet 3.1 [26] and the
RecursiveTools contrib [27]. As shown in the supple-
ment, other generators give similar results. As the jet pT
increases, p(zg) asymptotes to the form in (21) (which
happens to be nearly identical for quark and gluon jets).
This is due both to the RG flow in (22), which suppresses
non-perturbative corrections, and the decrease of ↵s with
energy, which suppresses O(↵s) corrections to p(zg).

In this paper, we gave a concrete definition of Su-
dakov safety, which extends the reach of pQCD beyond
the traditional domain of IRC safe observables. Even
at lowest perturbative order, the zg example highlights
the di↵erent analytic structures possible in the Sudakov
safe regime, and the FF approach to the IRC safe/unsafe
boundary yields new insights into the structure of per-
turbative singularities. In addition to being an interest-
ing conceptual result in perturbative field theory, (4) of-
fers a concrete prescription for how to leverage the grow-
ing catalog of high-accuracy pQCD calculations (both
fixed-order and resummed) to make predictions in the
IRC unsafe regime. This can be done without have to
rely (solely) on non-perturbative modeling, enhancing
the prospects for precision jet physics in the LHC era.
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R(Dú) and R(D) combination
Combine LHCb’s R(Dú

) results with results from B factories:
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SM Predictions
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R(D*)=0.252(3) S. Fajfer et al. (2012)
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FPCP 2017

) = 71.6%2χP(

σ4

σ2

HFLAV
FPCP 2017

∆ R(Dú
) and R(D) average ≥ 4 ‡ from SM

(latest SM computation: JHEP 11 (2017) 061)
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R(Dú) muonic: result PRL 115(2015)111803

I Reconstruct:

I ·+
æ µ+‹µ‹·

I Dú≠
æ [K≠fi+

]D0 fi≠

I · and µ modes have same visible final state (K≠
, fi≠

fi≠ µ+
);

I Due to missing neutrino(s), no sharp mass peak:

perform 3D fit to kinematic variables;

I Result:

R(Dú
) © B(B0 æ Dú≠·+‹· )

B(B0 æ Dú≠µ+‹µ)
= 0.336±0.027¸ ˚˙ ˝

stat.

± 0.030¸ ˚˙ ˝
syst.

∆ 2.1 sigma above SM.

Data
ντ D*→B 

X')Xν l→(c D*H→B 
ν D**l→B 
νµ D*→B 

Combinatorial
µMisidentified 

6

charged current

R(K ) and R(K ú) results (See Andrea Mogini’s talk on Monday for more details)

BaBar: PRD 86(2012)032012 Belle: PRL 103 (2009) 171801

LHCb: PRL 113(2014)151601
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q2 [GeV2/c4]
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R
K

�0

LHCb

LHCb

BaBar

Belle

LHCb: JHEP08(2017)055

I All LHCb results below SM expectations:

I R(K) = 0.745
+0.090
≠0.074 ± 0.036 at central q2

, ≥ 2.6 ‡ from SM;

I R(Kú
) = 0.66

+0.11
≠0.07 ± 0.03 at low q2

, ≥ 2.2 ‡ from SM;

I R(Kú
) = 0.69

+0.11
≠0.07 ± 0.05 at central q2

, ≥ 2.4 ‡ from SM;

I B factories have less precise but compatible results.
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LFU in penguin decays

I Test LFU in penguin decays: measure R(K ) and R(Kú
):

R(K (ú)
) =

B(B æ K (ú)µ+µ≠
)

B(B æ K (ú)e+e≠)

I All QCD e�ects cancel in these ratios: immaculate theoretical predictions of R(K (ú)
)

I Small deviation from 1, O(1%), due to radiative corrections.

∆ any statistically significant deviation of these ratios from 1 is a sign of NP.
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RK(⇤) and RD(⇤)

The expected mass scale depends on flavor.

The size of the effect – current hints for SM deviation – in RK(⇤) is
”natural”, in the core of parameter space. How about R

D(⇤)?
Tree-level in SM, similar order of anomalous data as R

K(⇤) implies
large couplings and very low BSM:

flavor generic minimal PMNS/CKM

R
K(⇤) tree 30 TeV 6 TeV few TeV

R
K(⇤) loop few TeV 0.5 TeV expected similar to R

D(⇤)

R
D(⇤) tree ⇠ a TeV 0.3 TeV not viable 1609.08895

Linking the anomalies is intriuging however not straightforward,
lower deviation in RD(⇤) , in particular RD⇤ more ”natural”.
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Hiller

David Marzocca LHCP 2018, 07.06.2018 16

Thank you!

- The B-anomalies are exciting hints for new physics at the TeV scale, 
with excellent prospects for near-future improvements. 

- A consistent EFT fit can be obtained: largish b-s coupling. 

- The set of possible mediators is limited and Leptoquarks are the 
best candidates, although some tension arise in the fit. 

- In general the main observable generating tensions is R(D(*)), with 
EW precision tests and Bs-mixing. 

- Still work has to be done to find a completely satisfying NP model 
for the B-anomalies.

Summary

Marzocca
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Summary & Outlook

I precision Drell–Yan predictions:
,! �xed order: NNLO QCD, NLO EW, mixed QCD–EW (pole approx.)

,! O(↵s↵) mass shi�: �M↵s↵
W

⇠ �14 MeV

,! compatible with NLO(QCD+EW)⌦PS(QCD+QED): �M↵s↵
W

⇠ �16± 3 MeV

I the inclusive pV
T spectrum:

,! N�LL+NNLO: excellent agreement vs. data & residual uncertainties ⇠few �
,! bottom-quark e�ects: ⇠ ±0.5% (�MW < 5 MeV)

,! (NLL+NLO)QED: ⇠ ±0.5%

I V + jet production
,! NNLO QCD available 8 V = W±, Z/�⇤, �

,! NLO EW important in tails of distributions
,! �rst steps towards multi-jet merging including EW corrections

I Di-boson production
,! NNLO QCD available 8 V V 0

2 {W±, Z/�⇤, �}

,! NNLO⌦PS: NNLO accuracy in inclusive quantities & captures so�-g e�ects
,! NLO EW: prediction for o�-shell processes

Huss
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VIRTUAL CORRECTIONS:  REDUCTIONS

Generalized unitarity provides a different approach to the reduction to master integrals;  reduction coefficients are 
reconstructed from  cuts of scattering amplitudes.  Very successful method at one-loop; attempts to generalise to two- loops. 

Recent progress with the evaluation of planar (large Nc) contribution to five-gluon two-loop amplitude.   

An impressive proof of concept that unitarity works at two-loops but still far from a real computation of the full scattering 
amplitude and e.g. the phenomenology of  the three-jet NNLO cross sections. 

NNLO QCD Corrections to Higgs Boson Pair Production Javier Mazzitelli

Figure 1: Example of Feynman diagrams needed for the NNLO calculation for the virtual corrections (left)
and the real corrections (right) for gg→ HHg (top) and qg→ HHq (bottom) subprocesses. Other parton
subprocesses can be obtained from crossings.

For both virtual and real corrections, we used the MATHEMATICA packages FEYNARTS [27]
and FEYNCALC [28] in order to generate the Feynman diagrams and evaluate the corresponding
amplitudes. The calculation was performed using nonphysical polarizations, which we cancel by
including ghosts in the initial and final states. We used the FIRE algorithm [29] to reduce the virtual
contributions into master integrals, which were obtained from Ref. [30]. For the real emission
processes we used the Frixione, Kunszt, and Signer subtraction method [31] in order to subtract
the soft and collinear divergencies. Further details of the calculation, together with the explicit
expressions for the NNLO results, can be found in Refs. [20, 32].

3. PHENOMENOLOGY

Here we present the numerical results for the LHC. At each order, we use the corresponding
MSTW2008 [33] set of parton distributions and QCD coupling. We recall that we always normalize
our results using the exact top- and bottom-mass dependence at LO. For this analysis we useMH =

126GeV,Mt = 173.18GeV andMb = 4.75GeV. The bands of all the plots are obtained by varying
independently the factorization and renormalization scales in the range 0.5Q≤ µF ,µR ≤ 2Q, with
the constraint 0.5≤ µF/µR ≤ 2, being Q the invariant mass of the Higgs pair system.

We assume for the phenomenological results that the two-loop corrections to the effective
vertex ggHH are the same than those of ggH (that is C(2)

HH = C(2)
H , following the notation of Ref.

[32]), as it happens at one-loop order. We change its value in the range 0 ≤C(2)
HH ≤ 2C(2)

H in order
to evaluate the impact of this unknown coefficient and find a variation in the total cross section of
less than 2.5%.

In Figure 2 we present the LO, NLO and NNLO predictions for the hadronic cross section at
the LHC as a function of the Higgs pair invariant mass, for a c.m. energy Ecm = 14TeV. As can
be noticed from the plot, only at this order the first sign of convergence of the perturbative series
appears, finding a nonzero overlap between the NLO and NNLO bands. Second order corrections
are sizeable, this is noticeable already at the level of the total inclusive cross sections, where the
increase with respect to the NLO result is of O(20%), and the K factor with respect to the LO
prediction is about KNNLO = 2.3. The scale dependence is clearly reduced at this order, resulting

3
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Badger, Bronnum-Hansen, Hartano, Peraro Similar results in Abreu, Cordero, Ita, Page, Zeng

�14Melnikov on analytical approaches
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VIRTUAL CORRECTIONS: INTEGRALS

Master integrals can also be computed upon numerical integration over Feynman parameters (SecDec). This method has been  
successfully applied  to double Higgs and Higgs + jet production at the LHC with full top mass dependence. 

NNLO QCD Corrections to Higgs Boson Pair Production Javier Mazzitelli
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subprocesses can be obtained from crossings.
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  The top is special

7

1.  It is rich 
2.  It is strong  
3.  It is naked  
4.  It is popular  
5.  It goes beyond 

The top quark is the Ronaldo of elementary particles 

Maltoni

top
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Introduction Spin-related Colour flow Top width Top mass Summary

Why do we still care about the top quark?

2/ 26 – Top Properties and Mass at ATLAS – Andrea Knue

Top quarks are key to almost everything!

Search for new physics

Search for rare processes b-tagging calibration Stability of the Universe

Knue
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total  stat

 syst)± total (stat ± topm        Ref.s

ATLAS, l+jets (*) 7 TeV  [1] 1.35)± 1.55 (0.75 ±172.31 
ATLAS, dilepton (*) 7 TeV  [2] 1.50)± 1.63 (0.64 ±173.09 
CMS, l+jets 7 TeV  [3] 0.97)± 1.06 (0.43 ±173.49 
CMS, dilepton 7 TeV  [4] 1.46)± 1.52 (0.43 ±172.50 
CMS, all jets 7 TeV  [5] 1.23)± 1.41 (0.69 ±173.49 

LHCtopWGLHC comb. (Sep 2013) 7 TeV  [6] 0.88)± 0.95 (0.35 ±173.29 
World comb. (Mar 2014) 1.96-7 TeV  [7] 0.67)± 0.76 (0.36 ±173.34 
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Controversies

We remind that

1. Some authors implicitly claim that the Pole Mass and the
Monte Carlo mass parameter (or “Monte Carlo Mass”) in
direct measurements di↵er by terms of order ↵s(mt).

2. Other authors, also advocating the “Monte Carlo Mass”
concept, claim di↵erences relative to the Pole Mass of order of
a hadronic scale (Hoang,Stuart 2008).

Our view is in clear contrast with (1), but is not in substantial
contradiction with (2): we prefer to say that direct measurements
measure the Pole Mass up to corrections of the order of a hadronic
scale, rather than saying that they measure a “Monte Carlo Mass”.

11 / 33

Nason[in top mass]
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Pythia8, hvq, tt̄ dec,bb̄4l comparison

Small di↵erences in the smeared peak. Larger di↵erences when
smearing is included.
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stability  
(to within 300 MeV) 
of top-mass peak in 
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MC formulations  

(Pythia8 + X)

POWHEG-bb̄4l, Herwig7 - Pythia8 comparison
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Pythia v. Herwig  
comparison shows  

up to 1 GeV  
differences
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There can be two sources of difference: 

1) the parton shower  
(and its interface with NLO) 

 
2) non-perturbative effects 
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understanding relation between parton showers, resummation & all-order matrix elements
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g1g1

⌘

ln p?Correct radiation pattern

CF

CA/2

(a)

g1g1

⌘

ln p?Dipole radiation pattern

CF

CA/2

(b)

Figure 2: Lund-diagram illustrations of the subleading-NC issue in the showers that we

consider. As a starting point we take a right (left)-moving quark (anti-quark), and gluon g1
emitted at the ⌘� ln p? coordinate shown in the big (“primary”) triangle. The phase-space

for emission of a further gluon from the qg1 dipole corresponds to the shaded area to the

right of g1 on the primary triangle, and the right-hand face of the “leaf” that comes out

of the plane; analogously the phase-space for emission from the q̄g1 dipole corresponds to

the shaded area of the primary triangle to the left of g1 and to the left-hand face of the

leaf. The colour factor associated with the phase-space region is indicated by the colour of

the shading: grey denotes CF , while blue denotes CA/2. The left-hand diagram shows the

correct pattern, the right-hand diagram shows the outcome of dipole showering.

now extending into the primary Lund triangle.6 Since regions with simultaneous soft and

collinear enhancements (i.e. extended areas in the Lund diagram) tend to be associated

with leading double logarithms in distributions of common observables, one may expect

that this issue with subleading Nc terms will also a↵ect those double logarithms. We will

investigate this in section 4.1.

3.3 Issues in two-emission case: single strong ordering

Now we turn to the case where v2 is only moderately smaller than v1. Again one may

consider the four cases listed in section 3.2, and in each case we will determine the kine-

matics of the four final-state partons. It is easiest to first illustrate what happens with

reference to Fig. 3a. Here we have generated a sequence of two emissions, g1 and g2, with

v2 = v1/2, and we study how the momentum of g1 is modified after emission of g2. Using

ep?,g1 and e⌘g1 (p?,g1 and ⌘g1) to denote the 2d-vector transverse momentum and rapidity

respectively of gluon g1 before (after) emission of g2, the figure illustrates the following

6Note that since we start with a qq̄ system, the primary plane emits only from the front face. For

an initial gg system, one might instead choose to represent emissions from both the front and rear faces,

reflecting the presence of two CA/2 dipoles.

– 14 –

QCD matrix elements kt-ordered dipole parton showers

➤ important if we want to take parton showers to the next level of accuracy

phase-space diagrams for emission density (with implications for log accuracy)

Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, Monni, GPS, 1805.09327



heavy-ion collisions
and hints of a continuum between pp and PbPb
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Little bangs in the laboratory

1 / 19

Florchinger: “Little bangs in the laboratory”
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True collectivity in small systems!

06.06.2018F.Bellini, LHCP 2018 15
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v2{4} ≈ v2{6} ≈ v2{8} à true collectivity (even) in smallest systems
v2{2} larger à residual “non-flow”
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via Bellini

on one hand, 
discovering that 

heavy-ion 
observables and 
methods reveal 
surprises to 

understand about 
basic pp physics



interplay between heavy-ion physics and top physics
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finite top lifetime 

reconstructed top mass 
tells you something about 

time structure of the 
medium
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Probing the time structure of the quark-gluon plasma with top quarks

Liliana Apolinário,1, 2 José Guilherme Milhano,1, 2, 3 Gavin P. Salam,3, ⇤ and Carlos A. Salgado4

1LIP, Av. Prof. Gama Pinto, 2, P-1649-003 Lisboa , Portugal
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3CERN, Theoretical Physics Department, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
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The tiny droplets of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) created in high-energy nuclear collisions experi-
ence fast expansion and cooling with a lifetime of a few fm/c. Despite the information provided by
probes such as jet quenching and quarkonium suppression, and the excellent description by hydrody-
namical models, direct access to the time evolution of the system remains elusive. We point out that
the study of hadronically-decaying W bosons, notably in events with a top-antitop quark pair, can
provide key novel insight, into the time structure of the QGP. This is because of a unique feature,
namely a time delay between the moment of the collision and that when the W -boson decay products
start interacting with the medium. Furthermore, the length of the time delay can be constrained by
selecting specific reconstructed top-quark momenta. We carry out a Monte Carlo feasibility study
and find that the LHC has the potential to bring first, limited information on the time structure
of the QGP. Substantially increased LHC heavy-ion luminosities or future higher-energy colliders
would open opportunities for more extensive studies.

The quark-gluon plasma (QGP), a state that charac-
terised the first microseconds of the universe, is regu-
larly produced and studied in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion
collisions at both RHIC and the LHC. A range of com-
plementary probes is used to study the QGP. These in-
clude properties that can be ascribed to hydrodynamic
flow patterns, suppression of heavy-quark bound states,
hadrochemistry of the final state, and modifications of
the fragmentation of energetic partons that traverse the
medium (see e.g. [1]). A property common to all these
probes is that they are sensitive to the properties of the
QGP integrated over its lifetime.

Hydrodynamic simulation codes [2] predict a strong
time-dependence of the QGP’s properties associated with
its expansion and cooldown, which last about 10 fm/c at
the LHC. It would be invaluable to develop a way of
probing this time-dependence. The recent discovery (see
e.g. [3, 4] and references therein) that high-multiplicity
proton–proton (pp) and proton–nucleus (pA) collisions
show signatures suggestive of collective e↵ects, in systems
with significantly smaller lifetimes than typical PbPb or
AuAu collisions, is an additional motivation for devising
a way of probing the time-structure of the QCD medium.

One powerful probe of the QGP is “jet quenching”, i.e.
the study of modifications of jets that pass through the
QGP (see e.g. Ref. [5]). In all hard processes used so far
for this purpose, dijet, �+jet or Z+jet production, the
jets are produced simultaneously with the collision of the
ions.

In this Letter, we point out that top-antitop (tt̄) pro-
duction o↵ers a unique novel opportunity to study the
quark–gluon plasma, in particular its time structure.
This is because, at variance with all other jet measure-
ments considered so far in the literature, the jets that
come from the decay products of the W-boson start in-
teracting with the medium only at later times, due to

a series of time delays.1 At rest, top quarks decay with
a lifetime of about ⌧top ' 0.15 fm/c and the W that is
produced in the top-quark decay has a lifetime of about
⌧W ' 0.09 fm/c. When theW boson decays hadronically,
the resulting colour-singlet quark-antiquark (qq̄) pair is
not immediately resolved by the medium [7]. Only af-
ter the q and q̄ have propagated and separated a certain
distance do they start interacting independently with the
medium. We call this delay a decoherence time, ⌧d. Thus
the jets that are produced in the t ! b + W ! qq̄ de-
cay chain do not see the full QGP, but only the part of
the QGP that remains after the sum of decay and de-
coherence times. That sum of times is correlated to the
momentum of the top quark, a feature that may be ex-
ploited given a su�cient number of events.
To carry out a first investigation of the potential of

using top quarks for probing the time structure of the
QGP, we proceed as follows. We take the average total
delay time before the W decay products start interacting
with the medium to be

h⌧toti = �t,top⌧top + �t,W ⌧W + ⌧d , (1)

For the decay times, we use a transverse boost factor,
�t,X = (p2t,X/m2

X + 1)
1
2 , defined in terms of the mass

mX , and transverse momentum pt,X of particle X. The
transverse component is the natural choice, because the
frame in which the top-quark has no longitudinal mo-
mentum is also the one in which it is most natural to
describe its interaction with the QGP, which is approxi-
mately longitudinally-invariant. We take the average de-

1
In light of Ref. [6], similar measurements of the time structure of

the QGP could be accessible with W+jet events. However, we

will focus here on the tt̄ avenue which we consider more promising

(cf. the supplemental material).
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2 , defined in terms of the mass

mX , and transverse momentum pt,X of particle X. The
transverse component is the natural choice, because the
frame in which the top-quark has no longitudinal mo-
mentum is also the one in which it is most natural to
describe its interaction with the QGP, which is approxi-
mately longitudinally-invariant. We take the average de-

1
In light of Ref. [6], similar measurements of the time structure of

the QGP could be accessible with W+jet events. However, we

will focus here on the tt̄ avenue which we consider more promising

(cf. the supplemental material).
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the reconstructed W mass on the
reconstructed top pt for HE-LHC (left) and FCC (right) col-
lisions. The quenched result corresponds to baseline full mod-
ification of the pp results, which would in practice be obtained
using knowledge of quenching from other measurements.

obtain when we carry out fits for a large number of replica
pseudo-experiments. Two of the bands are independent
of the PbPb luminosity: the top, unquenched band, cor-
responds to the result that would be obtained by embed-
ding 2 fb�1 of pp (unquenched) data into minimum-bias
PbPb events. The bottom band is obtained by a similar
procedure, but with the pp jets’ particles simply scaled
down by the quenching factor Q0, i.e. by the quenching
factor that would be expected if the W decay products
were present and started interacting from time 0. In a
real experiment, the corresponding scaling factor could
be obtained by measuring quenching in another quark-
jet dominated process (e.g. with �+jet or Z+jet balance),
as a function of the jet pt.

For short values of the e↵ective medium lifetime, ⌧m,
the mfit

W result is close to the unquenched result. This re-
flects the fact that theW decay products start interacting
only towards the end of the medium lifetime. For larger
values of ⌧m they instead still see most of the medium
duration, and most of the quenching. A very short-lived
medium, ⌧m = 1 fm/c, could be distinguished from the
full quenching baseline at the LHC with its currently ap-
proved LPbPb = 10 nb�1. However, to distinguish larger
values of ⌧m would require either higher luminosities or
higher energies. This is illustrated in the right-hand plot
of Fig. 3 for a future HE–LHC (

p
sNN = 11 TeV), where

the tt̄ cross section is 6 times larger.

At higher-energies it becomes advantageous to explore
the precot,top dependence of mfit

W , illustrated in Fig. 4 for the
HE–LHC and the FCC (

p
sNN = 39 TeV). For each bin

of precot,top, the upper axis shows the corresponding aver-
age ⌧tot. For a given band of ⌧m, when precot,top is large

FIG. 5. The maximum medium quenching end-time, ⌧m, that
can be distinguished from full quenching with two standard
deviations, as a function of luminosity for di↵erent collider
energies and species. For the KrKr points, the LKrKr value
that is used is equal to LPbPb · (APb/AKr)

2, i.e. maintaining
an equal number of nucleon–nucleon collisions.

enough so that h⌧toti & ⌧m, the band merges with the
unquenched expectation. Thus the shape of the precot,top

dependence gives powerful information on the medium
time-structure.2

Fig. 5 shows our estimate of the maximum ⌧m that
can be distinguished at two standard deviations from the
baseline full quenched result, for di↵erent colliders as a
function of LPbPb. The number of standard deviations
takes into account the statistical uncertainty of mfit

W , for
both the actual heavy-ion data and a reference sample
as well as an additional 1% systematic uncertainty (see
supplemental material and Refs. [20, 34]). The reference
sample is obtained using the same procedure as for the
bottom bands in Figs. 3 and 4, i.e. using 2 fb�1 of pp
events with a rescaling of particle momenta by a factor
Q0 and inclusion of underlying-event fluctuations.
For each collider luminosity and energy the results are

obtained by choosing a precot,top cut so as to maximise the
significance. We have verified that if we increase the
fluctuations, �pt , the required luminosity scales as �2

pt
,

in line with expectations.
Lighter ions such as Kr are potentially promising, de-

spite their smaller quenching e↵ects [35], because of the
potential for order-of-magnitude higher e↵ective inte-
grated nucleon-nucleon luminosities [36, 37]. They are
discussed further in the supplemental material.

To conclude, in this work we have shown that the study
of top quarks and their decays has a unique potential to

2
The unquenched and baseline-quenched bands also have a precot,top
dependence, induced by the underlying jet and muon pt cuts,

as well as di↵erent amounts of final-state radiation outside the

R = 0.3 jet as a function of precot,top.
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We examine Higgs boson production and decay in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC and future
colliders. Owing to the long lifetime of the Higgs boson, its hadronic decays may experience little or
no screening from the hot and dense quark-gluon plasma whereas jets from hard scattering processes
and from decays of the electro-weak gauge bosons and the top-quark su↵er significant energy loss.
This distinction can lead to enhanced sensitivity in hadronic decay channels and thus, for example,
to the Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to the bottom quark.

Introduction. The successful operation of the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) led to the discovery of
the Higgs boson, the final piece of the standard model
(SM) [1, 2] of particle physics. Precise measurements
of the properties and couplings of the Higgs boson are
now required for a refined understanding of the nature
of electroweak symmetry breaking and for searches for
new physics beyond the SM. This pursuit has high prior-
ity at the ongoing LHC and future high-luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) projects, and it has motivated consideration
of dedicated Higgs boson production facilities [3–5].

These investigations focus on the properties of the
Higgs boson in the vacuum. However, most of the Higgs
bosons in the early universe existed in a high-temperature
and high-density environment [6, 7]. An understanding
of the role of the Higgs boson in the early universe would
be advanced through study of the Higgs boson not only
in the vacuum, but also in an extreme medium. Heavy-
ion collisions at the LHC, proposed to study properties
of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), create an extreme en-
vironment with high temperature and density [8]. They
are well suited at the same time to study the behavior of
the Higgs boson in a hot dense environment.

The expansion and cooldown of the QGP at the LHC is
predicted to have a typical time scale of about 10 fm/c [9–
11]. Although longer than the lifetime of the electro-weak
(EW) gauge bosons and the top-quark, this time scale is
shorter than the lifetime of the Higgs boson (which is
⇠ 47 fm/c). The consequences include

• Particles from Higgs decay, which do not travel in
the QGP, will carry information on the Higgs bo-
son.

• Because the strong backgrounds are reshaped
by the QGP medium while the signal is nearly
unchanged, the phenomenology of Higgs boson
hadronic decay is di↵erent from pp collisions.

• A check of the first two consequences serves as a
natural probe of the Higgs boson lifetime.

In this Letter we study the production and decays of
the Higgs boson in heavy-ion collisions. We point out
the main di↵erences with the proton-proton case. Jets
produced from hadronic decays of the Higgs boson are
not a↵ected much by the QGP since the decay happens
at a much later stage. Meanwhile, jets produced from
hard QCD scattering and decays of EW gauge bosons
and the top-quark experience energy loss through in-
teraction with the medium [12], known as jet quench-
ing, an established phenomenon in heavy-ion collisions at
the Brookhaven RHIC facility and the LHC [13]. These
di↵erent responses lead to suppression of the SM back-
grounds to hadronic decays of the Higgs boson and also to
distinct kinematic configurations of the signal and back-
grounds, resulting in an enhanced ratio of the signal over
the background when compared to pp collisions. We ex-
plore di↵erent models of jet quenching to provide quan-
titative estimates for the case of ZH associated produc-
tion with Higgs decay H ! bb̄. A di↵erent perspective
on Higgs boson physics in heavy ion collisions is proposed
in Refs. [14, 15].
Higgs boson production. The cross section for Higgs
boson production in collisions of two heavy nuclei with
charge Z and atomic number A is

�(AA ! H +X) = A
2
c(f)

X

a,b

Z
dxadxb

⇥ fa/A(xa, µ
2
F )fb/A(xb, µ

2
F )�̂(ab ! H +X). (1)

Here fi/A(xi, µ
2
F ) is the e↵ective nuclear parton distribu-

tion function (PDF) of parton i carrying momentum frac-
tion xi of the nucleon at a factorization scale µF ; �̂ is the
partonic cross section; and A

2
c(f) is the number of nu-

cleon collisions for the centrality range f , for which c(f)
can be obtained by integrating the overlap function of the
two nuclei over the corresponding range of impact param-
eters [16]. For the centrality range 0-10% in this study,
c(f) is calculated to be 42% with the Glauber Monte
Carlo model [16] for PbPb collisions at

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV.

In Table I we show cross sections for Higgs boson produc-
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colliders. Owing to the long lifetime of the Higgs boson, its hadronic decays may experience little or
no screening from the hot and dense quark-gluon plasma whereas jets from hard scattering processes
and from decays of the electro-weak gauge bosons and the top-quark su↵er significant energy loss.
This distinction can lead to enhanced sensitivity in hadronic decay channels and thus, for example,
to the Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to the bottom quark.

Introduction. The successful operation of the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) led to the discovery of
the Higgs boson, the final piece of the standard model
(SM) [1, 2] of particle physics. Precise measurements
of the properties and couplings of the Higgs boson are
now required for a refined understanding of the nature
of electroweak symmetry breaking and for searches for
new physics beyond the SM. This pursuit has high prior-
ity at the ongoing LHC and future high-luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) projects, and it has motivated consideration
of dedicated Higgs boson production facilities [3–5].

These investigations focus on the properties of the
Higgs boson in the vacuum. However, most of the Higgs
bosons in the early universe existed in a high-temperature
and high-density environment [6, 7]. An understanding
of the role of the Higgs boson in the early universe would
be advanced through study of the Higgs boson not only
in the vacuum, but also in an extreme medium. Heavy-
ion collisions at the LHC, proposed to study properties
of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), create an extreme en-
vironment with high temperature and density [8]. They
are well suited at the same time to study the behavior of
the Higgs boson in a hot dense environment.

The expansion and cooldown of the QGP at the LHC is
predicted to have a typical time scale of about 10 fm/c [9–
11]. Although longer than the lifetime of the electro-weak
(EW) gauge bosons and the top-quark, this time scale is
shorter than the lifetime of the Higgs boson (which is
⇠ 47 fm/c). The consequences include

• Particles from Higgs decay, which do not travel in
the QGP, will carry information on the Higgs bo-
son.

• Because the strong backgrounds are reshaped
by the QGP medium while the signal is nearly
unchanged, the phenomenology of Higgs boson
hadronic decay is di↵erent from pp collisions.

• A check of the first two consequences serves as a
natural probe of the Higgs boson lifetime.

In this Letter we study the production and decays of
the Higgs boson in heavy-ion collisions. We point out
the main di↵erences with the proton-proton case. Jets
produced from hadronic decays of the Higgs boson are
not a↵ected much by the QGP since the decay happens
at a much later stage. Meanwhile, jets produced from
hard QCD scattering and decays of EW gauge bosons
and the top-quark experience energy loss through in-
teraction with the medium [12], known as jet quench-
ing, an established phenomenon in heavy-ion collisions at
the Brookhaven RHIC facility and the LHC [13]. These
di↵erent responses lead to suppression of the SM back-
grounds to hadronic decays of the Higgs boson and also to
distinct kinematic configurations of the signal and back-
grounds, resulting in an enhanced ratio of the signal over
the background when compared to pp collisions. We ex-
plore di↵erent models of jet quenching to provide quan-
titative estimates for the case of ZH associated produc-
tion with Higgs decay H ! bb̄. A di↵erent perspective
on Higgs boson physics in heavy ion collisions is proposed
in Refs. [14, 15].
Higgs boson production. The cross section for Higgs
boson production in collisions of two heavy nuclei with
charge Z and atomic number A is

�(AA ! H +X) = A
2
c(f)

X

a,b

Z
dxadxb

⇥ fa/A(xa, µ
2
F )fb/A(xb, µ

2
F )�̂(ab ! H +X). (1)

Here fi/A(xi, µ
2
F ) is the e↵ective nuclear parton distribu-

tion function (PDF) of parton i carrying momentum frac-
tion xi of the nucleon at a factorization scale µF ; �̂ is the
partonic cross section; and A

2
c(f) is the number of nu-

cleon collisions for the centrality range f , for which c(f)
can be obtained by integrating the overlap function of the
two nuclei over the corresponding range of impact param-
eters [16]. For the centrality range 0-10% in this study,
c(f) is calculated to be 42% with the Glauber Monte
Carlo model [16] for PbPb collisions at

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV.

In Table I we show cross sections for Higgs boson produc-
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below the pT threshold. Not shown here, we find that
the transverse momentum of the leading-jet shows sim-
ilar separation power, and it is strongly correlated with
x.

FIG. 3. Distributions of the invariant mass of the pair of
b-jets after all selections, similar to Fig. 2.

To establish the discovery potential of the signal we
demand events with x > 0.75 and pT > 60 GeV for the
leading-jet. The invariant-mass distribution of the two
b-jets Mbb̄ is shown in Fig. 3 after all selections. The
dominant background is Zbb̄, and the signal exhibits a
clear peak near the Higgs boson mass. The large width
of the signal reflects the e↵ects of jet energy smearing.
In Fig. 3 we also display the signal distribution for the
case of strong quenching. It shows a much weaker peak
at lower mass.

FIG. 4. Expected significance of the Higgs boson signal as
a function of ion luminosity for PbPb collisions at LHC, HE-
LHC, and FCC-hh. Results for the case of a quenched signal
are also shown for comparison.

We use the log-likelihood ratio q0 [43] as a test-statistic
to calculate the expected significance of the signal based
on theMbb̄ distribution, as a function of the integrated lu-
minosity of the collision program. The results are shown
in Fig. 4 and in Table II. For the LHC, a 5(3)� dis-
covery(evidence) requires a total ion luminosity of about
16(5.9) pb�1 in PbPb collisions, larger than the pro-
jected LHC luminosity [44]. The numbers are 11(4.0)
pb�1 for PbPb collision at HE-LHC. The significance
if the signal is also quenched are much lower than the
nominal case shown in Fig. 4. The results for alterna-
tive quenching models and for no quenching of the back-
grounds are summarized in Table II. The improvement
in signal-background discrimination from jet quenching
is clear.

TABLE II. Ion luminosity required to reach 5� significance
for the signal for di↵erent models of jet quenching and col-
lision energies. Numbers in parenthesis correspond to a 3�
evidence.

lumi.(pb�1) strong medium mild vacuum

LHC 16(5.9) 27(9.8) 26(9.3) 48(17)

HE-LHC 11(4.0) 20(7.2) 20(7.2) 34(12)

FCC-hh 8.0(2.9) 14(5.0) 14(5.0) 23(8.2)

Discussion. The long lifetime of the Higgs boson rela-
tive to the typical time scale of the QGP makes it plausi-
ble that the strong decay products of Higgs bosons pro-
duced in heavy ion collisions escape the QGP medium
una↵ected. On the other hand, QCD backgrounds will
be attenuated by jet quenching. These features open the
possibility of enhanced ratios of signal to backgrounds.
We demonstrated these ideas with the specific example
of associated ZH production in PbPb collisions at var-
ious colliders using simplified models of jet quenching.
The integrated luminosities needed for an observation
of the signal are ⇠ 10 pb�1. Improvements can be ex-
pected through the use of multi-variate analysis strate-
gies and information on jet shapes [45–48] expected to
be di↵erent for quenched and unquenched jets. It will
be interesting to investigate the potential of other pro-
duction channels of the Higgs boson with larger cross
sections [14, 15, 49, 50].
There are issues to be addressed to convert these con-

cepts into a quantitative tool. We used di↵erent mod-
els to estimate to some degree the uncertainties in jet
quenching, but better understanding of the mechanism of
quenching is required to improve the modeling of the SM
backgrounds, in conjunction with possible data-driven
studies. A related question is whether the Higgs boson
and its decay products su↵er medium-related e↵ects. In
other words, does the Higgs boson propagate freely in the
medium? Is the Higgs lifetime su�ciently long that the
decay b-jets spend no appreciable time in the medium?

long Higgs lifetime 

no jet b-jet quenching, 
so enhancement of H→bb 

signal relative to pp 
collisions
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Introduction. The successful operation of the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) led to the discovery of
the Higgs boson, the final piece of the standard model
(SM) [1, 2] of particle physics. Precise measurements
of the properties and couplings of the Higgs boson are
now required for a refined understanding of the nature
of electroweak symmetry breaking and for searches for
new physics beyond the SM. This pursuit has high prior-
ity at the ongoing LHC and future high-luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) projects, and it has motivated consideration
of dedicated Higgs boson production facilities [3–5].

These investigations focus on the properties of the
Higgs boson in the vacuum. However, most of the Higgs
bosons in the early universe existed in a high-temperature
and high-density environment [6, 7]. An understanding
of the role of the Higgs boson in the early universe would
be advanced through study of the Higgs boson not only
in the vacuum, but also in an extreme medium. Heavy-
ion collisions at the LHC, proposed to study properties
of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), create an extreme en-
vironment with high temperature and density [8]. They
are well suited at the same time to study the behavior of
the Higgs boson in a hot dense environment.

The expansion and cooldown of the QGP at the LHC is
predicted to have a typical time scale of about 10 fm/c [9–
11]. Although longer than the lifetime of the electro-weak
(EW) gauge bosons and the top-quark, this time scale is
shorter than the lifetime of the Higgs boson (which is
⇠ 47 fm/c). The consequences include

• Particles from Higgs decay, which do not travel in
the QGP, will carry information on the Higgs bo-
son.

• Because the strong backgrounds are reshaped
by the QGP medium while the signal is nearly
unchanged, the phenomenology of Higgs boson
hadronic decay is di↵erent from pp collisions.

• A check of the first two consequences serves as a
natural probe of the Higgs boson lifetime.

In this Letter we study the production and decays of
the Higgs boson in heavy-ion collisions. We point out
the main di↵erences with the proton-proton case. Jets
produced from hadronic decays of the Higgs boson are
not a↵ected much by the QGP since the decay happens
at a much later stage. Meanwhile, jets produced from
hard QCD scattering and decays of EW gauge bosons
and the top-quark experience energy loss through in-
teraction with the medium [12], known as jet quench-
ing, an established phenomenon in heavy-ion collisions at
the Brookhaven RHIC facility and the LHC [13]. These
di↵erent responses lead to suppression of the SM back-
grounds to hadronic decays of the Higgs boson and also to
distinct kinematic configurations of the signal and back-
grounds, resulting in an enhanced ratio of the signal over
the background when compared to pp collisions. We ex-
plore di↵erent models of jet quenching to provide quan-
titative estimates for the case of ZH associated produc-
tion with Higgs decay H ! bb̄. A di↵erent perspective
on Higgs boson physics in heavy ion collisions is proposed
in Refs. [14, 15].
Higgs boson production. The cross section for Higgs
boson production in collisions of two heavy nuclei with
charge Z and atomic number A is

�(AA ! H +X) = A
2
c(f)

X

a,b

Z
dxadxb

⇥ fa/A(xa, µ
2
F )fb/A(xb, µ

2
F )�̂(ab ! H +X). (1)

Here fi/A(xi, µ
2
F ) is the e↵ective nuclear parton distribu-

tion function (PDF) of parton i carrying momentum frac-
tion xi of the nucleon at a factorization scale µF ; �̂ is the
partonic cross section; and A

2
c(f) is the number of nu-

cleon collisions for the centrality range f , for which c(f)
can be obtained by integrating the overlap function of the
two nuclei over the corresponding range of impact param-
eters [16]. For the centrality range 0-10% in this study,
c(f) is calculated to be 42% with the Glauber Monte
Carlo model [16] for PbPb collisions at

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV.

In Table I we show cross sections for Higgs boson produc-
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Introduction. The successful operation of the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) led to the discovery of
the Higgs boson, the final piece of the standard model
(SM) [1, 2] of particle physics. Precise measurements
of the properties and couplings of the Higgs boson are
now required for a refined understanding of the nature
of electroweak symmetry breaking and for searches for
new physics beyond the SM. This pursuit has high prior-
ity at the ongoing LHC and future high-luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) projects, and it has motivated consideration
of dedicated Higgs boson production facilities [3–5].

These investigations focus on the properties of the
Higgs boson in the vacuum. However, most of the Higgs
bosons in the early universe existed in a high-temperature
and high-density environment [6, 7]. An understanding
of the role of the Higgs boson in the early universe would
be advanced through study of the Higgs boson not only
in the vacuum, but also in an extreme medium. Heavy-
ion collisions at the LHC, proposed to study properties
of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), create an extreme en-
vironment with high temperature and density [8]. They
are well suited at the same time to study the behavior of
the Higgs boson in a hot dense environment.

The expansion and cooldown of the QGP at the LHC is
predicted to have a typical time scale of about 10 fm/c [9–
11]. Although longer than the lifetime of the electro-weak
(EW) gauge bosons and the top-quark, this time scale is
shorter than the lifetime of the Higgs boson (which is
⇠ 47 fm/c). The consequences include

• Particles from Higgs decay, which do not travel in
the QGP, will carry information on the Higgs bo-
son.

• Because the strong backgrounds are reshaped
by the QGP medium while the signal is nearly
unchanged, the phenomenology of Higgs boson
hadronic decay is di↵erent from pp collisions.

• A check of the first two consequences serves as a
natural probe of the Higgs boson lifetime.

In this Letter we study the production and decays of
the Higgs boson in heavy-ion collisions. We point out
the main di↵erences with the proton-proton case. Jets
produced from hadronic decays of the Higgs boson are
not a↵ected much by the QGP since the decay happens
at a much later stage. Meanwhile, jets produced from
hard QCD scattering and decays of EW gauge bosons
and the top-quark experience energy loss through in-
teraction with the medium [12], known as jet quench-
ing, an established phenomenon in heavy-ion collisions at
the Brookhaven RHIC facility and the LHC [13]. These
di↵erent responses lead to suppression of the SM back-
grounds to hadronic decays of the Higgs boson and also to
distinct kinematic configurations of the signal and back-
grounds, resulting in an enhanced ratio of the signal over
the background when compared to pp collisions. We ex-
plore di↵erent models of jet quenching to provide quan-
titative estimates for the case of ZH associated produc-
tion with Higgs decay H ! bb̄. A di↵erent perspective
on Higgs boson physics in heavy ion collisions is proposed
in Refs. [14, 15].
Higgs boson production. The cross section for Higgs
boson production in collisions of two heavy nuclei with
charge Z and atomic number A is

�(AA ! H +X) = A
2
c(f)

X

a,b

Z
dxadxb

⇥ fa/A(xa, µ
2
F )fb/A(xb, µ

2
F )�̂(ab ! H +X). (1)

Here fi/A(xi, µ
2
F ) is the e↵ective nuclear parton distribu-

tion function (PDF) of parton i carrying momentum frac-
tion xi of the nucleon at a factorization scale µF ; �̂ is the
partonic cross section; and A

2
c(f) is the number of nu-

cleon collisions for the centrality range f , for which c(f)
can be obtained by integrating the overlap function of the
two nuclei over the corresponding range of impact param-
eters [16]. For the centrality range 0-10% in this study,
c(f) is calculated to be 42% with the Glauber Monte
Carlo model [16] for PbPb collisions at

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV.

In Table I we show cross sections for Higgs boson produc-
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below the pT threshold. Not shown here, we find that
the transverse momentum of the leading-jet shows sim-
ilar separation power, and it is strongly correlated with
x.

FIG. 3. Distributions of the invariant mass of the pair of
b-jets after all selections, similar to Fig. 2.

To establish the discovery potential of the signal we
demand events with x > 0.75 and pT > 60 GeV for the
leading-jet. The invariant-mass distribution of the two
b-jets Mbb̄ is shown in Fig. 3 after all selections. The
dominant background is Zbb̄, and the signal exhibits a
clear peak near the Higgs boson mass. The large width
of the signal reflects the e↵ects of jet energy smearing.
In Fig. 3 we also display the signal distribution for the
case of strong quenching. It shows a much weaker peak
at lower mass.

FIG. 4. Expected significance of the Higgs boson signal as
a function of ion luminosity for PbPb collisions at LHC, HE-
LHC, and FCC-hh. Results for the case of a quenched signal
are also shown for comparison.

We use the log-likelihood ratio q0 [43] as a test-statistic
to calculate the expected significance of the signal based
on theMbb̄ distribution, as a function of the integrated lu-
minosity of the collision program. The results are shown
in Fig. 4 and in Table II. For the LHC, a 5(3)� dis-
covery(evidence) requires a total ion luminosity of about
16(5.9) pb�1 in PbPb collisions, larger than the pro-
jected LHC luminosity [44]. The numbers are 11(4.0)
pb�1 for PbPb collision at HE-LHC. The significance
if the signal is also quenched are much lower than the
nominal case shown in Fig. 4. The results for alterna-
tive quenching models and for no quenching of the back-
grounds are summarized in Table II. The improvement
in signal-background discrimination from jet quenching
is clear.

TABLE II. Ion luminosity required to reach 5� significance
for the signal for di↵erent models of jet quenching and col-
lision energies. Numbers in parenthesis correspond to a 3�
evidence.

lumi.(pb�1) strong medium mild vacuum

LHC 16(5.9) 27(9.8) 26(9.3) 48(17)

HE-LHC 11(4.0) 20(7.2) 20(7.2) 34(12)

FCC-hh 8.0(2.9) 14(5.0) 14(5.0) 23(8.2)

Discussion. The long lifetime of the Higgs boson rela-
tive to the typical time scale of the QGP makes it plausi-
ble that the strong decay products of Higgs bosons pro-
duced in heavy ion collisions escape the QGP medium
una↵ected. On the other hand, QCD backgrounds will
be attenuated by jet quenching. These features open the
possibility of enhanced ratios of signal to backgrounds.
We demonstrated these ideas with the specific example
of associated ZH production in PbPb collisions at var-
ious colliders using simplified models of jet quenching.
The integrated luminosities needed for an observation
of the signal are ⇠ 10 pb�1. Improvements can be ex-
pected through the use of multi-variate analysis strate-
gies and information on jet shapes [45–48] expected to
be di↵erent for quenched and unquenched jets. It will
be interesting to investigate the potential of other pro-
duction channels of the Higgs boson with larger cross
sections [14, 15, 49, 50].
There are issues to be addressed to convert these con-

cepts into a quantitative tool. We used di↵erent mod-
els to estimate to some degree the uncertainties in jet
quenching, but better understanding of the mechanism of
quenching is required to improve the modeling of the SM
backgrounds, in conjunction with possible data-driven
studies. A related question is whether the Higgs boson
and its decay products su↵er medium-related e↵ects. In
other words, does the Higgs boson propagate freely in the
medium? Is the Higgs lifetime su�ciently long that the
decay b-jets spend no appreciable time in the medium?

long Higgs lifetime 

no jet b-jet quenching, 
so enhancement of H→bb 

signal relative to pp 
collisions

open question of how much luminosity  
is needed (both for Higgs and top) 
and whether lumi is achievable. 

 
But for now, these are fun questions  

to think about



conclusions
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“
I personally expect supersymmetry to be 
discovered at the LHC

-a Nobel prize-winning  
theorist [2008]
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http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/35456



it would be so much more exciting if we’d discovered new physics, right?
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Back in 1995:

not everyone would agree
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it’s interesting if  
it’s what everyone  

is thinking about right  
now

some 
theorists

it’s interesting if  
it’s never been   

measured before

experimenter

both have a point 
(don’t let one side dampen the other side’s interest)



we must not underestimate our ignorance about the Higgs sector 
we must not undersell the value of exploring and establishing it 

e.g. accessing the triple-Higgs coupling, keystone of SM 
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“
I think Nature is smarter than physicists. We 
should have the courage to say: "Let Nature tell 
us what is going on."

-Carlo Rubbia [2008]
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http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/35456
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